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Abstract
We ﬁrst investigated psychosomatic eﬀects of hydrogen inhalation in humans. Psychologically, anti-stress action and
an increase in ability to concentrate were observed. Physiologically, it was suggested that hydrogen inhalation increases the
sedative eﬀects and brain activity by suppressing sympathetic nervous activity. Thus, the eﬀects of continuous hydrogen inhalation for 2 weeks on the psychological eﬀects and skin properties were investigated. In addition to reduction of awareness
of stress and negative emotions, improvement of skin ﬁrmness and blotches was observed. These ﬁndings suggested that
continuous hydrogen inhalation exhibits regulating eﬀects on skin conditions.
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1.

Introduction

The eﬀects of ingesting water containing hydrogen (hydrogen water) and inhalation of hydrogen gas on the body
have recently been attracting attention1–3). Maintenance of
cell function by reducing cell damage by scavenging and
neutralizing reactive oxygen by incorporating hydrogen has
been suggested as a leading hypothesis4). A direct action of
hydrogen gas on the brain function has also been suggested
because marked reduction of brain damage by inhalation of
2% hydrogen gas in rats with induced cerebral infarction has
been reported5).
Clinically, life prolongation of terminal cancer patients by
boosting immunity by continuous hydrogen gas inhalation has
been reported5). It has also been found that hydrogen inhalation in cardiac function recovery treatment of cardiac arrest
using AED reduced the incidence of sequelae after lifesaving, and this is speciﬁed as Advanced Medical Care B (Japan
Registry of Clinical Trials No. 031180352) by the Ministry of
Health, Labour and Welfare.
Various eﬃcacies of hydrogen ingestion on the body have
been suggested as clariﬁed at the cell to body function levels.
However, the mechanism of these actions on the biological function has not been clariﬁed in humans. To eﬀectively
utilize hydrogen and its development in the future, evaluation
and analysis of the eﬃcacy in humans are very important and
expected to provide useful guidance.
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In the ﬁrst study, the psychosomatic eﬀects of hydrogen gas
inhalation in humans, i.e., psychological changes by single
use and actions on autonomous nervous and central nervous
activities were analyzed.
In addition, many women feel rough skin, lack of skin resilience6, 7) and aggravation of dull skin8, 9) as an inﬂuence of
stress on the body and mind. Thus, in the second study, the
psychological eﬀects, and dermatological eﬀects on the skin
properties by 2-week continuous hydrogen inhalation were
investigated in females who were aware of being likely to develop stress-induced skin problems.
2.

Materials and methods

2–1. Ethical standards and conﬂict of interest
These studies conformed to the ethical regulations of the
Declaration of Helsinki and were performed after examination
and approval by the Ethics Committee of a contract research
organization, Chiyoda Paramedical Care Clinic (approval
numbers: PCP17C1 and 18101801). The objective, content,
and consideration for the safety of the test were explained
to the subjects and written consent was obtained before participation. The trial was registered in the University Hospital
Medical Information Network (UMIN) Clinical Trials Registry (No. UMIN000027391 and No. UMIN000034614).
The authors report no conﬂict of interest in these studies.

